The Worthington Convertible Multigang having seven units arranged in two rows, cutting a swath of sixteen feet. In combination with a Worthington tractor, this wonderful apparatus will cut an acre of grass in four minutes.

**RECORDS INDICATE NINETY-EIGHT PER CENT OF WORTHINGTON OWNERS REPLACE THEIR OLD EQUIPMENT WITH NEW ONES OF THE SAME MAKE**

**THE WORTHINGTON “OVERGREEN”**

A complete tractor and complete gang mower. Three units, each 13 or 18 inches wide. Entirely separated from the tractor. Each has independent rising and rocking motion. Partly deflated rubber pneumatic tires forming a soft pad which adapts itself to every undulation or irregularity of ground surface.

**THE WORTHINGTON “OVERGREEN”**

Is very easily manipulated, is of ample power and constructed from the best materials. It has proved its efficiency and economy. It has received the highest endorsement and can be adopted with confidence. Guaranteed in every respect.

**THE WORTHINGTON “OVERGREEN”**

Will cut an average green in less than ten minutes.

**IT IS SIGNIFICANT THAT WORTHINGTON GANG MOWERS ARE USED ON MORE GOLF COURSES IN THE WORLD THAN ALL OTHER MAKES COMBINED**

**Main Office and Factory—Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania**

**BRANCHES**

**CHICAGO**
517-21 S. Laflin St.

**CLEVELAND**
Hippodrome Bldg.

**NEW YORK**
11 East 44th Street

**BOSTON**
1 State Street

**PORTLAND, OREGON**
384-86 E. Madison Street

**SAN FRANCISCO**
52 Beale Street

**LOS ANGELES**
2341 W. Washington Street

**MONTREAL**
132 St. Peter Street

*Agencies in All Principal Cities*